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A Personalized e-Learning Material
Recommender System

Abstract--Erlearning environments are mainly based on a range
of delivery and interactive services. Web-based personalized
learning recommender systems can, as a kind of services in
e-Iearning environment, provide learning recommendations to
students. This research proposes a framework of a personalized
learning recommender system, which aims to help students find
learning materials they would need to read. Two related
technologies are developed under the framework: one is a
multi-attribute evaluation method to justify a student's need, and
another is a fuzzy matching method to find suitable learning
materials to best meet each student need. The implementation of
this proposed personalized learni ng recommender system can
support students online learn ing more effectively and assist large
class online teaching with muiti-background students.

Index Terms-Recommender systems, e-learning, Learning
material, Multiple criteria.

I. I'lTRODUCTION

E:learning environments are becoming increasingly popular
111 educational establishments. The rapid growth of

e-Iearning has changed traditional learning behavior and
presented a new situation to both educators (lecturers) and
learners (students). Educators are finding it harder to guide
students to select suitable learning materials due to more and
more learning materials online. Learners are finding it difficult to
make a decision about which of learning materials best meet
hislhersituation and need to read. Therefore. on the educator's
side. educators need an automatic way to get feedback from
learners in order to better guide their learning process. On the
learner's side, it would be very useful an e -learning system could
automatically guide the Icarner's activities and intelligently
generate and recommend learning materials that would improve
the learning [20].

Personalized recommendation approaches are first proposed
and applied in E-commerce area for product purchase.
Personalized product recommendations help customers find
products they would like to purchase by producing a list of
recommended products for each given customer [4]. Such
recommendations are generated by recommender systems [12]
which constitute a class of software. The basic principle of a
recomnender system is to use justifications to generate
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recommended products to customers. and ensure the customers
like these products. These justifications can be obtained either
from preferences directly expressed by customers, or induced,
using data representing the customer experience [17].

Recommender systems have obtained success within the
domain of E-commerce [15]. However, literature review shows
less study to use recommender systems on e-Iearning sites.
Recommender systems assist the natural process of relying on
friends, classmates, lecturers, and other sources to make the
choices for learning. Examples of the kinds of questions that
could be answered by a recommender system include: what kind
of materials should I read? What kind of exercises should I do?
This study aims to explore the constructions of recommender
systems in e-Iearning area to help students find learning material
they would need particularly. Two key research issues involved
in the study are how to identify a student's need, and how to
accurately find the learning materials which match the student's
need.

This study develops a framework for personalized learning
recommender systems (PLRS). The framework introduces a
personalized recommendation procedure by which we can
generate recommendations effectively when applied to online
teaching and learning sites. Oncea learning material database. or
a learning activity database. is created and a student's personal
information is obtained. the PLRS can use a computational
analysis model for identifying the student's learning
requirement. and then use matching rules to generate a
recommendation of learning materials (or activity) for the
student. The provided recommendation is expected to have
higher accuracy in matching student requirement to learning
material. and thus higher acceptance by the students.

II. BACKGROUND

The research on recommender systems can be divided into
three categories: technical system development research. user
behavior research and privacy issues[13]. The study focuses on
technical system development. A variety of recommendation
techniques. such as data mining. agents and reasoning. have
been developed and applied into recommender systems [2]. [4].
[8]-[10]. Recommender systems also have been implemented by
many big web retailers, including Amazon.com and CDNo\V.com.

In general. existing recommender systems can be broadly
categorized into content-based and collaborative. in e -cornrnerce
area. Content-based recommender systems provide
recommendations to a customer by automatically matching
his/her preferences with product content. such as
recommendation of web pages and news items [6]. In
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content-based systems, products are described by a common
set of attributes. Customer preferences are predicted by
analyzing the relationship between the product ratings and the
corresponding product attributes. A central problem in
content-based recommender systems is the need to identify a
sufficiently large set of key attributes. When the set is too small,
obviously there is insufficient infrrmation to learn the customer
profile. Therefore, content-based recommender systems can not
be used for new customers who purchased only once, potential
customers who visited the website but have not made any
purchase, and customers who want to buy a product which is
not frequently purchased.

Collaborative recommender systems estimate a customer's
preferences for a product based on the overlap between hislher
preference ratings for the product and those of other customers
[13]. The main difference between collaborative and
content-based recommender systems is that the collaborative
systems track past actions of a group of customers to make a
recommendation for individual members of the group. Using this
approach, customers may now be able to receive
recommendations for products that are dissimilar in content to
those he/she has previously rated, as long as other like-minded
customers prefer [6]. Collaborative filtering approach identifies
customers (neighbors) whose interests are similar to those of a
given customer, and recommends products the neighbors of the
gi ven customer have liked. One major limitation for this approach
is sparsity [14]. It is hard for mllaborative filtering based
recommender systems to accurately compute the neighborhood
and identify the products to be recommended. Also, an extreme
form of the sparsity problem is the first-rater problem, which
arises when a new product is introduced into the market and thus
has no previous ratings information available [5].

One of the directions oflearning is the theme of personalized
learning [16]. Three issues are involved in the theme. First,
learning should take into account student individual need to
learn (and relearn) to improve not only their careers, but their
personal lives as well. Second, learning should suit students'
individual learning styles. Third, the learning environment
continues to adapt and modify its behavior, based on interacting
with each student over time. In order to create such learning
environment, individual students' background, learning style
and learning need will be first identified. After interacting with a
small piece of learning material; and personal attributes, the
learning environment would provide feedback on the learning
materials and create a list of learning materials to the student,
which would then be stored for future learning material
recommendations. Therefore, whenever a student expresses
his/her learning requests and knowledge background, needed
information is presented in a way that takes advantage of the
student's learning preferences. This is called a personalized
learning environment [16].

A personalized learning environment facilitates students to
achieve their learning objects by technological supports and
suggestions [3]. Learning recommender systems can be as a
personalized learning environment to deliver learning material
recommendations to students in a format that best suits an

individual student's personal preference, learning experience
and need. Like product recommendations in Ecommerce, the
quality oflearning recommendations has an important effect on a
student's future learning behavior. Poor recommendations can
cause two types of characteristic errors [5]: false negatives,
which are learning materials that are not recommended, though
the students need to study on them, and false positives, which
are learning material that are recommended, though the student
does not need them; or they are not suitable for the student. In
ane-Iearning environment, the most important errors to avoid are
false positives, because these errors will lead to angry students
and thus they are unlikely to revisit the site.

III. FRAMEWORK OF PLRS

This section describes the framework ofPLRS and analyses
the main components of the framework.

A. Framework Description

This study proposes a framework of PLRS for recommending
learning materials to students who may have different
backgrounds, learning styles and learning needs. This
framework is designed to have four main components 'getting
student information', 'identifying student requirement',
'learning material matching analysis' and 'generating
recornmendaton' respectively, shown in Fig. I. The four
components are connected with a user interface, a student
database, a learning material tree database, and supported by a
student requirement model and matching rules. The system
starts getting student informatio n and storing it into student
database in component I, student requirements across learning
materials are analyzed in component 2. Student requirement
analysis model is used in analyzing and identifying student
requirements. In component ~ matching rules are used for
discovering associations between student requirements and
learning material tree. In component 4, a personalized learning
material list for a given student is produced and recommended

In the framework, information about student requirement can
essentially be obtained in two ways: extensionally and
intentionally expressed [18]. By intentionally expressed
information, we mean some specifications by a student of what
he/she specifically desires from the type under consideration,
such as a titleof a leaming material. By extensionally expressed
information we mean some information based on the actions of
the student with respect to specific learning material, such as a
list of learning materials the student accessed before. Two key
issues dealt with in the framework are how to accurately identify
a student's requirement which is handled by a student
requirement analysis model, and how to accurately find out the
learning materials which match the student's requirements,
handled by matching rules.
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B. Definitions

In the study, students are represented as a vector X = (xJ,x" ...•
x n ). The multiple criteria for evaluating student requirements are
represented as independent variables and written as a criterion
vector C= (cJ, Ce, ... , em)' A requirement of a student Xi for
learning material is represented as a vector R,] = CriJ, ii ,;;.),
I<~i<=n, r;] is the requirement for learning content, ii, ,;;.are
features of the requirement in learning material, such as the
degree of difficulty. The recommendations for the student Xi are
to find a learning material set L, = (Iii, liJ•...• lik) from a learning
material taxonomy. The learning material set L, matches the
student's requirementR,(i= I, 2, ... , n) under a fuzzy matching

rule FMm = {(Rm, 1.,••'j. J1(R""L, •• »)}' m = I ..... k . In the fuzzy

matching FM= rmCR and ImjCL, Il(?", , .v",) is the membership of

1m/ for rm, , rm can be one, or one level, of learning material
taxonomy,m= I, ...,k .

C. Component Analysis

There are four main components in the PLRS framework.

(I) Getting student information

The implementation of technologies for developing
recommender systems is strongly dependent on the type of
information that is being used[18]. This component aims getting
student information and identifies if the student has registered in
the student database. It performs the task based on two basic
strategies. One is to get requirements from the most frequent
students based on their individual learning history information.
Another is to get information from the student directly, in
particular for new registered learners. In order to supportstudent
learning with different learning styles [I], the learning material
recommender system will consider learning styles to be one of

selection criteria forchoosing learning materials. Other features
such as part-time students or full-time students are considered
as well in choosing learning material.

Recent studies have suggested web usage mining as an
enabler to reduce the need for registration-based personal
preferences [II]. Eleaming data contains a wealth of detail
compared to off-line learning data. One important kind of data is
click-stream which indicates the path of a visitor through a web
site. Click-stream in an e-learning site provides information
essential to understanding learning behavior of students, such
as what materials they see and what materials they may interest.
Through web usage mining to analyze click information will make
a more accurate overall analysis of student requirements across
all learning materials than does the analyzing of access records
only. Furthermore, mining association rules from the click-stream
will provide interesting relationships or associations, among
learning materials. This component should also have the ability
to get student click-stream information.

(2) Student requirement identi fication

Student requirement information is derived from multiple data
sources. Student requirements are often too complex to be
adequately captured by a set of keywords, and hard to justify
using a single criterion. In particular, student requirements are, in
many cases. hard to justify by precise values. Therefore, the
multi-criteria analysis method will naturally be applied in the
construction of a student requirement analysis model. This
component will find out information from multiple information
sources and apply a multi-criteria student requirement analysis
model to identify the requirements of particular students,
through using such information. Student database has records
about learning styles. learning material access, and achievement
of all groups of students (such as business faculty students,
science faculty students). These records are used to identify
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individual students' preferences and neighbors of the group.
Using this approach. students will receive recommendations for
learning materials that most faculty-mates prefer. The
component will also search for meaningful relationships, or
associations, among data sources for student requirements in
relating learning material classes.

The multi-eriteria student requirement analysis model is
proposed by using the concepts of multi-criteria decision
models, and constructed for all target students. But each student
may have different weight distribution for criteria as they may
have different personal attributes and learning history. Once the
model for a particular student has been generated and learned,
hislher requirement is identified as a possible solution.

There are different methods for solving a multi-criteria
problem. A rigorous approach is suggested to test various
conditions and develop a comprehensive multiple criteria value
function. Another is a simple linear weighted sum approach to
develop the multiple criteria value function. In a real life
situation, the criteria values are often uncertain and are
described by linguistic terms such as 'important', 'more
important', 'strong background', and 'weak background'. Fuzzy
set technology is, therefore, used to handle such linguistic terms
in achieving a solution for multiple criteria problems. The simple
linear weighted sum approach with triangular fuzzy number
which can handle linguistic terms will be used to obtain
solutions for the multi-criteria student requirement analysis
model. The outcome of the component for a particular student is
her/his learning material requirement which contains learning
contents and related features of required learning materials.

(3) Learning material matching analysis

This component uses fuzzy matching rules to find learning
materials which match a given student requirement. In most
Internet e-learning sites, the learning material taxonomy is
available. Learning material taxonomy is represented in a
practical way as a tree that classifies a set of low-level learning
materials into a higher-level of a more general learning material.
The leaves ofthe tree denote the learning material instances, and
non-leaf nodes denote learning material classes obtained by
combining several lower-level nodes into one parent node.

Decision tree techniques have already been shown to be
interpretable and efficient [6]. Decision tree techniques are also
recognized as highly unstable classifiers with respect to minor
perturbations in the training data. Fuzzy set technique [19] can
describe complex and uncertain relationships, and also can deal
with unstable classifications such as classifications oflearning
materials described in a tree to makes data analysis tasks more
efficient. Fuzzy set based fuzzy distance [21] can introduce an
improvement in matching student requirements to learning
materials due to the elasticity of fuzzy sets. Fuzzy set based fuzzy
distance definition is therefore especially suitable for measuring
uncertain matching. and therefore can be used for the
representation of justifications rules. Fuzzy matching [18]
approach has been proposed to evaluate the similarity of
concepts. As student requirement and learning material
information are all seen as concepts, the fuzzy matching

approach is suitable for finding recommended learning materials
based on student requirement.

In the component, given a set of requirements R, of a student
Xi, and an association rule implies the form Ri~ L" (find out L,
based on Ri) where L, is a learning material set of a subject
learning material taxonomy. The task of the component is to find
out a learning material seil; = (Iii, 1,2"", I,,) for a student .r, where
lim can be one or one class oflearning materials at the same level,
which has a fuzzy matching with Ri. The component may use a
set of fuzzy matching rules to measure each student's
requirements and candidate learning materials.

In the framework, learning materials in the same class may
have different matching memberships for a given student since
the memberships are computed at the learning material level.
This membership reflects the degree of similarity association
between the student requirements and the learning materials.
When a fuzzy rule is applied, the system will able to choose
which of the learning materials is to be recommended to the
student.

(4) Learning recommendation generation

By using fuzzy matching rules for discovering associations
between a student's requirements anda list oflearning materials,
the component will generate a personalized learning material
recommendation list (N materials) for the student. This
component also addresses how to determine the 'N' for top-N
learning material recommendation, and the format of a
recommendation. Recommendations are as records to be stored
in student database.

D. Advantages of the Framework

While content-based recommendation and collaborative
recommendation are complementary in nature, it would further
boost the performance by integrating these two approaches [5].
The proposed framework implements the integration. The
framework includes a model to identify student requirements
using multiple criteria. The multiple criteria may include personal
attributes, learning material access history, current interests, and
other students' requirements. These criteria are used by
content-based and collaborative approach respectively. By
using the framework, a learning recommender system is expected
to have the capability to optimize recommendations and reduce
false positive errors which are learning materials that are
recommended, but the student is not satisfied with them.

Sparsity is a key issue in personalized recommendations. In
order to solve the problem, the proposed framework emphasizes
the improvement of accuracy from two aspects: accuracy of
identifying student requirements, and accuracy of finding
recommended learning materials. To complete the first
improvement, the proposed framework focuses on overall
analysis of student requirements. It is designed to acquire and
analyze a student's information in multiple aspects. To complete
the second improvement, this proposed framework is designed
to help find whichoflearning materials the students would like to
read by suggesting a list of top-N recommended learning
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materials for each of them. Through developing and using the
two technologies, the framework is accurately identifying the
materials. By choosing the right level of learning material
taxonomy tree and right learning materials each student needs,
the system can provide a good quality of recommendations.

The framework is able to handle different learning materials (or
learning activities) and student situations. This might include a
learning material that students usually do not access often but
has specific requirement related to that single access. In such a
case, instead of only modeling a student's past requirements,
the recommendation framework also uses other informa tion,
including the ephemeral information provided by a student at the
time he or she is consulting the system for suggestions. The
proposed recommender system can, therefore, assist a student
to find out what he or she reallyneeds, by identifying the type of
learning material requirement and describing the features of a
learning material, never read before. The framework can also deal
with new learning material problems, that is, how to deliver new
learning material information to students indiscriminately. By
following the procedure of this framework, it is expected that,
when a new learning material is introduced into the site and thus
has no previous ratings information available, the fuzzy
matching rules are able to find information of this learning
material based on student requirements. Therefore, the
proposed framework is able to handle effectively various
situations for learning material recommendations.

IV. ApPLICATIONS OF PLRS

'Database Principles' is a subject offered for non-IT students
who come from many other faculties, such as Business Faculty,
Engineering Faculty and Science Faculty. They, therefore, have
very different knowledge backgrounds, learning styles, and
demands andneeds oflearning. For example, business students

have learntER-model from a business subject but no experience
about computer languages. Science students have good
knowledge in relational algebra but are struggling with
understanding business rules. Most engineering students have
learnt at least one computer language but no experience in
RE-modeling. As a result, most business students feel database
design part easier to handle than database implementation part,
while most engineering students need more readings and
practice in ER modeling. In order to deal with the
multi-background student situation, lecturers often indicate
many choices oflearning materials for each topic of the subject,
and students often rely on incomplete information, from their
classmates and friends, when deciding which of the indicated
learning materials to read and which of exercise questions to do.

The proposed PLRS is expected to support students in
learning material choosing and can therefore handle such
situation. Table I and Table 2 show two main tables in the
subject student database. Fig. 2 shows the learning material tree
of subject where five topics taught in the subject. There are four
levels in the learning material tree. The level of the root node is
zero, and the level of any other note is one plus the level of its
parent. For each leaf note, which is a learning material, including
difficulty degree, length, location and so on. Table 3 shows three
examples of recommendations. Access possibility means the
intensity of recommendation.

Table I: An example of student information

SID Name Background Style Type ...

102 J. Lee Business A PT

103 P.Chin Engineering B FT

104 C.Miller Science B FT

... ... ... ... . ..

Database subject LevelO

Levell

Level2

Leve13

Fig. 2. Learning material tree
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Table 2: An example of naterial access history

SID Material Date
102 L-22 \ 05/05/03
102 L-234 07/06/03
104 L-133 03/04/03
.. .. ...

Table 3: An example of recommendations

SID Access List
possibility

102 96 L-234, L-343, 1..,.335,

103 90 ER transformation
104 80 L-311, L-322

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STUDY

This paper presents a personalized learning material
recommendation framework and discusses related technology.
The framework has good characteristics in supporting students
choosing learning materials by providing recommendations. The
framework will be implemented as an online system and is
generally applicable to any student learning activity
recommender systems.
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